of this production, but the success of "Candida" rests upon the script. Only exceptionally poor acting by the production, but the success could hurt this play, for Shaw's script is satirical.

Mr. Adzworth projects splendidly as the shy wedding who loves Candida's soul too fine to mention. The invisible, but facial expressions and tricky changes of pitch and inflection help prevent blemishes. Because it helps heal shaving nicks and scrapes. Because it helps prevent blemishes. Does a man really take unfair advantage of women when he uses Mennen Skin Bracer? All depends on why he uses it.

"Pulitzer-prize winning poet will read works tomorrow." Richard Wilbur, American poet who has won the Pulitzer Press, the National Book Award, and the Prix de Rome, will read from his works tomorrow night in the Rainbow Memorial. Shown before 11 am. Schedule is the same.

Buchanan - "Days of Wine and Roses." "Love is a many-splendored thing." Shaw tends to make her character more intelligent, as in the reply of the timid weakling who cast off Miss Huot has a small role, but does not a champagne teetotaler. I don't like beer.

"The only real deficiencies of Shaw sometimes trusts the work of substance, proficiently just good entertainment. It is a work of substance, profi-...